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Introduction

Horizon of human mind and of science has
increased by solving puzzles posed by day
to day experimentations. Thus, continuous
efforts in experimental techniques and theo-
retical models have been carried out in or-
der to expand our existing knowledge. In
the present work, a theoretical attempt for
the decay study has been done using the dy-
namical cluster-decay model (DCM) [1–4] has
been employed to study the compound nucleus
(CN) and non-compound nucleus (nCN) de-
cay mechanisms observed in nuclei lying in
different mass regions of the periodic table
under extreme conditions of temperature and
pressure. The DCM is based on well known
quantum mechanical fragmentation theory
(QMFT) [5] and gives descent estimate of var-
ious decay products formed in heavy ion reac-
tions (HIRs). It is noteworthy that investigat-
ing the features of decay mechanisms observed
through CN or nCN processes proves to be
of immense help in growing our knowledge of
nuclear structure, nuclear reaction and associ-
ated aspects. In framework of DCM, the de-
cay in form of light particles (LPs) also called
evaporation residue, intermediate mass frag-
ments (IMFs), heavy mass fragments (HMFs)
and symmetric or asymmetric fragments
have been studied 278,286112∗, 213,215,217Fr∗,
201Bi∗,150,158Tb∗,96Tc∗,66As∗,40Ca∗ and 39K∗

nuclei [2–4]. The present study sheds light on
the theoretical aspects and signatures of var-
ious processes such as quasi-fission(QF), deep
inelastic collision (DIC) and incomplete fusion
(ICF), in addition to the CN decay for the
heavy, intermediate and light mass region.
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Calculations and Discussions

As a first application of DCM the decay
of odd-mass 213,215,217Fr∗ isotopes is studied
where the prime focus is to carry out com-
plete study of decay cross-sections (both ER
and ff) and fission fragment anisotropies. For
215Fr∗ nucleus, the evaporation residue (ER)
cross-sections are predicted using DCM by as-
suming that neck-length parameter ‘∆R’ for
215Fr∗ lies in between that for the 213Fr∗ and
217Fr∗ nuclei. Further, the fission and ER
cross-sections of 213,217Fr∗ nuclei are predicted
at higher incident energies. It is observed
that for both 213,217Fr∗ isotopes, DCM based
fission cross-sections σfision compare nicely
with the experimental data and the predicted
ER cross-sections σER at the higher incident
energies fit in to the systematics governed
at relatively lower energies. The behavior
of fission fragment anisotropy is also studied
for 213,217Fr∗ isotopes. The DCM calculated
anisotropies for use of INS limit of moment of
inertia show a nice agreement with the data.
The DCM is also applied to study the role of
orientation degree of freedom in context to su-
perheavy 278,286 112 isotopes. For the use of
hot (equatorial) compact orientation at above
barrier energy, symmetric structure of fission
fragments is observed whereas, at sub-barrier
energy owing to the preferred cold (polar)
elongated orientation the suppression in mag-
nitude of symmetric fragments and dominance
of asymmetric fragments is observed. Conse-
quently, for the use of cold orientation, the
DCM calculated fission cross-sections in sub-
barrier region are over-estimated in compari-
son to the experimental data and signify the
presence of quasi-fission contribution, which is
more for neutron deficient 278 112 nucleus.

Besides this, the role of static and dynamic
(temperature dependent) quadrupole defor-
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mations is studied in framework of DCM for
the decay of intermediate mass 158Tb ∗ nu-
cleus formed in 6Li+152Sm reaction. The bar-
rier modification and angular momentum de-
pendence is duly addressed for 158Tb ∗ nu-
cleus. Also, the shell closure effect and the iso-
spin dependence of decay fragments is studied
for 150Tb nucleus formed in 6Li+144Sm reac-
tion, and comparative analysis is carried out
with 158Tb ∗ nucleus. Furthermore, the ori-
entation effect is investigated by considering
hot (equatorial) compact as well as cold (po-
lar) elongated orientational features. Finally,
the ER cross-sections corresponding to ICF
observed due to break up of loosely bound
6Li projectile induced on the deformed target
152Sm is worked out in the framework of DCM
by applying relevant energy correction.

Further, the role of higher order deforma-
tion effects, upto hexadecapole (β2-β4) are
studied for the decay of heavy mass 201Bi∗ nu-
cleus formed in 20Ne+181Ta reaction. Further,
the decay cross-sections observed through ICF
of 20Ne projectile are also studied using DCM
and results obtained are found to be consis-
tent with Morgestern systematics. In addi-
tion to this, for the ER decay of light mass
96Tc∗ system formed in 6Li induced reaction,
the effect of angular momentum in reference to
the sticking (IS) and non-sticking (INS) limit
of moment of inertia is analyzed. It is ob-
served that IS approach is more favorable to
address fusion excitation functions. Besides
this, the role of angular momentum in dis-
entangling the CF and ICF contribution ob-
served due to break-up of loosely bound 6Li
projectile is exercised explicitly.

A systematic decay study of light mass
66As∗ nucleus formed through proton-halo 8B
induced reaction is carried out in framework of
DCM in reference to the ER, IMF and fission
decay fragments. The calculations suggest
that the fusion excitation function of 66As∗

consists of LPs as the most dominant contrib-
utors, followed by IMFs and fission fragments.
Further, decay of very light mass 40Ca∗ and
39K∗ nuclei formed in asymmetric channels
12C+28Si, 11B+28Si and 12C+27Al are investi-
gated using spherical choice of fragmentation

in framework of DCM. In reference to the ex-
perimentally measured charge particle cross
sections, the fragment masses and their rel-
ative contribution towards the decay of 40Ca∗

and 39K∗ nuclei is identified. Also, the role
of entrance channel is investigated by study-
ing the decay of 39K∗ nuclear system formed
in two different reactions at same excitation
energy. The behavior of fragmentation poten-
tial, preformation probability and penetrabil-
ity is analyzed to figure out the favorable mass
fragments, their relative emergence and the
entrance channel effects etc. In addition to
this, the cross sections for the LPs and heav-
ier charge fragments are estimated for the CN
decay. Besides this, one of the nCN process,
DIC is also addressed in context to DCM ap-
proach. The cross sections obtained in frame-
work of DCM for both CN and nCN processes
are found to have nice agreement with the
available experimental data.
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